
Muskan Singh 
Student 

I am currently pursuing a master's in Computer Applications and I have a keen interest in Analytics and development. I have a bachelor's degree in
Computer Science with concentrations in both and Data analytics and software development. 

muskan.s1802@gmail.com 

7409799777 

Roorkee, India 

muskansingh99.github.io/person
al.github.io/ 

linkedin.com/in/muskan-singh-
1900681b3 

github.com/MuskanSingh99 

SKILLS 

HTML CSS 

JAVASCRIPT 

Testing tools SDLC 

Project Mangement 

Agile methedology 

PHP Python 

Microsoft excel 

WordPress MySql 

Communication 

Leadership 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Hindi 
Full Professional Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Designing Gaming 

Reading Writing 

Creativity Traveling 

EDUCATION 
Master in Computer Application 
Chandigarh University 
08/2021 - Present,  Ajitgarh, Punjab 

Data analytics-Minor degree 
Quantum University 
07/2019 - 06/2021,  Roorkee,Uttrakhand 

Bachelor's in Computer Application 
Quantum University 
09/2018 - 06/2021,  Roorkee, Uttrakhand 

RESEARCH PAPER/PROJECTS 
Arriving of IPv6,while IPv4 is still dangling (10/2021 - 12/2022) 

It's a review paper. This paper demonstrates the two tunnels and shows when to immigrate from IPv4 to IPV6. Then the
risks of immigration are discussed. 

online Shoping website (07/2021 - 09/2021) 
its a online shopping website where we can log in or register and create account for shopping .while its made using php
language 

Electron Screen Recorder (09/2020 - 10/2020) 
It's a Screen recorder that is fully based on electron.js .the screen recorder comprises of full recording and file saving
option and has control playback and more 

Social networking site (02/2019 - 04/2019) 
its a social networking site where we can log in or register and create account and chat with our friend .while its made
using php language and javascript 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Member of GDG 
Google Developer Group 
08/2021 - Present,  

CERTIFICATES 
Web development - Udemy (05/2022 - Present) 
It's a Full-Stack Web Developer with just ONE course. HTML, CSS, Javascript, Node, React, MongoDB, Web3 and DApps 

100 days of python - Udemy (05/2022 - Present) 
It's a Master in Python by building 100 projects in 100 days. Learning with data science, automation, building websites, games
and apps! 

Google Cloud Platform - LearnToEarn Challenge (08/2021 - 09/2021) 
its a challenge based course in which we have to work on clouds and with the instruction we have to build GCP projects 

Introduction to Sql - Datacamp (09/2022 - 09/2022) 
It is all about the databases having brief about the databases and DBMS and working accordingly using SQL by following
instructions and learn 
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